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In addition to the successful launch of DTB in
Japan, last year saw the continued diffusion of
STRL technologies, such as Hi-Vision (HDTV),

digital broadcasting, and wall-mounted TVs.

Yet we should also put this achievement in a
proper historical light. In fact, we must thank our
predecessors for research conducted on a large
list of topics including the psychological effects
relating to the sensation of reality, high-definition
shadow masks, high-resolution imaging tubes,
high-definition TVs, gas discharge displays, laser
recording, and self-emissive devices. It was
during the 1970s that the groundbreaking
technologies that have become the foundation of
the current HDTV system were developed.

Now, it can be said that STRL has again
entered an era that will see the creation of a new
set of technologies aimed at post-HDTV services
and systems beyond the digital era. We have the
opportunity to discuss how research should be
conducted in this new age, especially with other
departments in NHK.

One significant change in the field is that
broadband communications and high-speed
computer capabilities have made broadcast-
quality video available for uses outside the
broadcasting field. Studies related to content have
also begun to extend beyond the borders of
broadcasting.

To visualize a new media service or system not
limited to broadcasting will first require
clarification of what a particular cutting-edge
technology can accomplish. Even at a time when
future services and systems cannot be clearly
envisioned, like our predecessors we at STRL still
have the responsibility to exploit the new
possibilities offered by high technology.

Of primary importance is self-improvement.
That is, our researchers should develop the ability
to identify their strengths and weaknesses,
something that I believe should be coupled
together with their obvious determination and
enthusiasm. Having enough insight flexibly into
ourselves, our goals, and our research methods
will also be indispensable. As an organization, we
are studying how to devise a system to evaluate
the merit of a research topic from multiple
viewpoints, as in method development for
comprehensive objective data evaluation.

Another important factor in our future success
will be collaboration with organizations outside
STRL. I think of this in terms of the whole being
greater than the sum of its parts, like "1+1>2."
Cooperation or collaboration often has a
"synergistic effect," in  which two parts
complement each other to create a larger whole
than their sum. Now that the border between
communications and computer technologies is
becoming obscure, I believe the best way to meet
our viewers expectations is by effective, speedy
research, accelerated by the synergy of
collaborations between research institutions with
excellent technological expertise, both inside and
outside NHK.

STRL has already started basic research on
unconventional services and systems. We are
studying TV as an integrated services terminal,
broadcasting based on home servers, program
request services, broadcasting for portable
terminals, and an ultrahigh-definition video
system with 4000 scanning lines. We are
determined to do our utmost to fulfill our role,
which is to bring forth new technologies. I
sincerely ask for your continued support and
guidance in the years to come.
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